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Introduction
Women’s participation in national-level politics in Spanish- and Portuguesespeaking Latin America has increased steadily since the 1980s, when most
countries in the region democratised. As of June 2020, women comprised
about 30 percent of the region’s legislatures. Countries with statutory
gender quotas elect more women in general, and all Latin American countries save Guatemala and Venezuela use quota laws for congressional
elections. Eight countries currently enforce gender parity, meaning that
parties must nominate men and women in equal numbers for all legislative positions. In Mexico, Bolivia, and Ecuador, gender parity governs the
composition of the entire government, meaning the executive, legislative,
and judicial branches at the national and subnational levels, including in
the indigenous territories. Overall, gender quota laws’ popularity reflects
the consolidation of norms that demand governments take positive action
to increase women’s political presence. 2
Women’s growing presence in power has translated into greater legislative activity on women’s rights, leading to policy changes that combat
violence against women, expand reproductive rights, improve social
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services, and extend the reach of gender quotas. 3 Notwithstanding these
gains, women politicians continue to report sexist practices within political
parties, recently calling attention to the gender-based harassment faced
by women on the campaign trail and in elected office. To combat these and
other obstacles and to increase their political clout, women legislators in
many Latin American countries have formed women’s caucuses in parliament and forged links with feminist organisations and civil society groups.

Women in the Executive
A significant number of Latin American countries have elected women
chief executives. Latin America’s first elected female presidents – both
widows of prominent political figures – emerged in Central America:
Violeta Chamorro in Nicaragua (1990-1994) and Mireya Moscoso in
Panama (1999-2004). A more recent wave of women presidents attained
office through their own professional and political credentials, including
Michelle Bachelet of Chile (2006-2010 and 2014-2018), Cristina Fernández
de Kirchner of Argentina (2007-2015), Laura Chinchilla of Costa Rica (20102014), and Dilma Rousseff of Brazil (2011-2016). Rousseff was the most
recent woman to win a presidential contest, when she secured reelection in
2014 – only to be impeached two years later for corruption. In fact, women
presidents have faced greater censure for corruption when compared to
men presidents, even when their performances have been similar.4 Higher
standards remain one of the significant headwinds Latin American women
face when seeking executive office.
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Women’s share of cabinet positions keeps growing. In 2000, women
composed 10 percent of ministers in South America and 16 percent in
Mexico and Central America; by 2010, these figures increased to 22 percent
and 21 percent, respectively.5 In 2020, women held 28 percent of all ministerial portfolios in the region, though this average obscures significant
national variation.6 Women comprised over half the cabinet in Nicaragua,
and over 40 percent of the cabinets in Costa Rica, Colombia, and Mexico.
By contrast, Argentina, Brazil, Guatemala, Honduras, and Panama had 20
percent or fewer women (usually two or three women). The Dominican
Republic had only one, and she held the portfolio of Minister of Women.
Current cabinet appointments have occurred under men presidents,
given the absence of women presidents. However, back when women held
the presidencies, they did not always do better. For example, during their
first terms, Chile’s Bachelet appointed a parity cabinet, but Argentina’s
Fernández de Kirchner appointed a mere 20 percent women. An emerging
trend is presidents promising parity cabinets, from Bachelet in Chile to,
more recently, the men presidents of Costa Rica, Colombia, and Nicaragua.
Generally, regional norms now prevent presidents from having all-male
cabinets, though male dominance of cabinet persists.7
When women presidents do increase women’s appointment to cabinet, they tend to appoint women to stereotypically feminine portfolios.8
This gendered distribution of cabinet portfolios occurs with men selectors
as well. In other words, women ministers’ increased access to cabinet
largely occurs via the less prestigious, “soft” portfolios, such as social
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services, education, tourism, culture, and housing.9 Women are less likely
to administer the “hard” domains of economy, finance, justice, defence,
security, and foreign affairs. In 2020, two women served as ministers of
defence or security, four as ministers of foreign relations, five as ministers
of finance or the economy, and seven as ministers of justice or as their
country’s attorney general. Notably, some countries with few women in
cabinet – Argentina, Guatemala, Honduras, and Panama – all had at least
one woman holding a hard portfolio. Honduras had three women in these
prestigious posts, with women managing justice, foreign affairs, and
finance.
These trends show that women are gaining ground in the executive
branch, and slowly conquering spaces typically reserved for men leaders.
Though no women occupied the presidency in 2020, women have been
viable contenders in many recent presidential elections.10 For instance,
Sandra Torres of Guatemala finished in second place in the 2019 elections. Ten women served as vice president in 2020, including the first
Afro-descendant woman, Costa Rica’s Epsy Campbell Barr. Costa Rican
women actually enjoy a long tradition of holding the vice presidency: Costa
Rica has two vice-presidents and the gender parity law for nominating
legislative candidates also applies to nominating the two vice presidential
candidates (one must be a man and one must be a woman).
Finally, other mechanisms exist to promote women within the executive branch. As noted, gender parity governs the composition of the
executive branch in Bolivia, Ecuador, and Mexico. In Colombia, a 30 percent
gender quota has been applied to the highest positions in the executive
branch at all government levels since 2000.

Women in National Legislatures
Women’s presence in national office shows similar increases in recent decades. In the 1990s, women’s seat share in the region’s lower or unicameral
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houses averaged below 10 percent; in 2005, it neared 20 percent and by
2015, it had climbed to 30 percent.11 As of June 2020, women’s presence
averaged 30 percent in the lower or unicameral house and 28 percent in
the Senate. These strong numbers are driven by the adoption of gender
quotas, statutory mechanisms – constitutional amendments or laws – requiring that women make up a certain percentage of each political party’s
candidates in the legislative elections.
In 1991, Argentina adopted the world’s first contemporary quota law,
requiring that political parties run 30 percent women for the lower house.
By 2020, all Latin American countries – save Guatemala and Venezuela –
had adopted quota laws for their national legislatures.12 Nine countries
in the region have now adopted gender parity, either raising their quota
threshold to 50 percent or adopting parity outright: Argentina, Bolivia,
Costa Rica, Ecuador, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama and Peru.
Initially, Peru’s parity law was progressive, beginning with 40 percent in the
2021 elections, increasing to 45 percent in 2026 and finally to 50 percent in
2031, but women lawmakers successfully lobbied to eliminate the gradual
implementation, securing gender parity rules for the 2021 elections. The
remaining countries apply thresholds below parity: 20 percent in Paraguay;
30 percent in Brazil, Colombia, and El Salvador; 33 percent in Uruguay; and
40 percent in Chile and the Dominican Republic.
Quotas’ numerical effects are uneven across countries. In addition
to the variation in thresholds, quotas’ ability to translate nominations
into seats depends on the electoral system. Gender quotas combine best
with closed-list proportional representation electoral systems. In these
systems, political parties present rank-ordered slates of candidates that
voters cannot reorder. Candidates are elected from this closed list in
proportion to the percentage of votes received by the party, following
their order on the list. The higher a candidate places on the list, the more
likely she is to win a seat. Since parties usually seek to comply minimally
with quotas, rules are needed that prevent parties from filling quotas but
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placing women in the unelectable positions.13 The most numerically successful quota laws therefore contain placement mandates for electoral
lists. For a thirty percent quota, a typical placement mandate requires that
one woman has to appear every three names; for gender parity, the standard is alternating men and women down the list (called vertical parity).
In addition to placement mandates, effective quota laws need other
rules that eliminate parties’ ability to nominate, but not actually elect,
women. In Mexico, for instance, the electoral law prohibits parties from
sending women exclusively to losing districts.14 In Brazil, by contrast,
the fact that parties can nominate more candidates than winnable seats
works against the quota’s effectiveness, allowing parties to run numerous non-viable candidates.15 Countries must also empower their electoral
management bodies to enforce quotas, imposing sanctions on political
parties for non-compliance. Typically, parties submitting candidate lists
that do not comply with quota rules must resubmit, or not compete in the
election.
Countries with the strongest quota laws – meaning those that have
gender parity combined with placement mandates and additional enforcement mechanisms – elect the most women. Comparing those with
the strongest quotas (Argentina, Bolivia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Honduras,
Mexico, and Nicaragua) to the remainder (weak quota or no quota) reveals
a significant difference in women’s election to the unicameral or lower
chamber: 42 percent in the strong quota cases, and 22 percent in the weak
quota or no quota cases.
Overall, gender quota laws have become increasing popular ways to
increase women’s access to political power in Latin America, as evidenced
by application of quotas to the legislative and the executive branches.
Additionally, some countries have adopted gender quotas for civil society
associations. Argentina has applied a 30 percent quota for trade union
directorates since 2001. Costa Rica has enforced gender parity for the
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boards of all registered non-profits since 2011, from traditionally feminine
organisations such as charities to traditionally masculine groups such as
sports leagues. Overall, gender quotas are popular policy tools used to
gender public space and facilitate women’s access to government, from
legislatures to other types of public offices.16

From Presence to Power
Does women’s greater presence in power lead to policy outcomes more
favourable to women’s rights? Women’s inclusion does not automatically
change the substantive activity of representation. While women presidents
may enjoy more concentrated and unilateral policy authority, women
legislators engage in the complex and often collaborative tasks of raising
consciousness, introducing bills and amendments, lobbying, and voting.
Among women presidents, Bachelet of Chile stands out as the most
vocal supporter of women’s rights. During her first term, she expanded
Chilean women’s access to contraception, passed laws that protected
working mothers from employment discrimination, and strengthened the
executive branch’s women’s policy agency.17 In her second term, she
spearheaded an ambitious electoral reform that included a 40 percent
gender quota and oversaw the liberalisation of abortion in cases of sexual
assault, fetal impairment, or danger to the mother’s health or life.18 Even
women presidents who eschewed the “feminist” label, such as Fernández
in Argentina and Chinchilla in Costa Rica, still implemented policies that
benefited women. Chinchilla’s signature programme established elder and
childcare centres throughout the country, which facilitated women’s ability
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to pursue paid employment.19 Fernández likewise implemented many policies that benefited working-class and poor women.20
Whether women change policies to benefit women is a question more
commonly studied with respect to the legislative branch. Latin American
women legislators indeed influence policy. For instance, women’s
increased presence in the Argentine Congress led to increased bill introduction activity on women’s rights from both women and men.21 Women
in the Costa Rican assembly have introduced women’s perspectives on a
range of issues, from discussing how fighting crime and combating corruption benefits mothers and families, to pushing for more women judicial
nominees.22
Women lawmakers still face obstacles transforming their initiatives
and their agendas into policy, however. Women’s rights advocates in the
Argentine Congress report having their efforts diminished by men party
leaders, and bills related to women’s rights are more than twice as likely
to fail as other types of bills. 23 Importantly, policy change depends not just
on women legislators and their cultivation of male allies in the chamber,
but on presidential support, party organisations, and pressure from civil
groups. 24
Earlier studies on women legislators’ influence documented their
diminished presence on important legislative committees and their nearabsence among presidents and vice-presidents of the chamber itself.25
However, these patterns are slowly changing, thanks largely to increases
in quota laws’ thresholds: as women legislators become more numerous,
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party leaders cannot isolate them all on the low status, feminised committees, like housing and health. Mexico recently modified its internal rules
to require that all legislative committees also have gender parity. In the
past decade, women have presided over the assembly in Costa Rica and in
Ecuador.
Overall, women’s ascendance to political office in Latin America coincided with a period of progressive legal change. Eleven of the eighteen
Latin American countries elected left-wing governments to power between
1998 and 2015. Latin American countries also expressed their commitment to women’s rights through international treaties and agreements,
including the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women (1979), the Inter-American Convention on
the Prevention, Punishment, and Eradication of Violence against Women
(1994), and the Quito Consensus on gender parity (2007). These international conventions help feminist activists fight for stronger laws in all
areas, from violence against women to gender quotas. Equally important
are regional networks and conferences that allow Latin American feminists
to meet and strategise across national boundaries. 26
Still, much work remains to make gender equality the reality in law and
in practice. Gender-based violence is a serious problem throughout the region. Most countries have strong laws to prevent and punish offenders, but
they are not usually enforced, leading to underreporting and impunity.27
Gender-based violence follows women into political office, with increasing
numbers of women candidates and women legislators coming forward to
denounce sexual harassment and even physical assaults from their male
co-partisans. 28 Race and class also affect all aspects of women’s lives, from
living free of violence to running for and holding office. Indigenous women
and Afro-descendant women face not just sexism, but racism. They are
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dramatically underrepresented in elected office relative to their presence in the population, even though their voices are urgently needed.29
In Bolivia, for example, it was indigenous women legislators who ensured
that the pension reform included informal workers, many of whom are
women and indigenous. 30

Strengthening Women’s Political Power
Scholars and activists have focused their attention on two institutions
that can improve women lawmakers’ access, voice, and power: standing
committees with policy remits addressing women or gender and women’s
caucuses or other forms of women’s networks. 31 Other initiatives include
incentives, like candidate training programmes for women, designed to
reduce party leaders’ bias against women candidates.
Legislative standing committees participate in the policymaking process by revising and amending legislation and by monitoring the executive.
Most Latin American legislatures have a standing committee charged with
reviewing policy proposals that affect women. An inverse correlation exists between these gender equality committees and the participation of
men legislators: when the committee name uses the words “women” or
“gender” rather than “family” and “children”, fewer men are members
(though norms about gender parity in committee appointments are gradually shifting this balance). 32
Unlike standing committees, women’s caucuses do not have formal
policy roles. Caucuses are cross-partisan networks of female legislators
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that unite women based on their identity and serve as important institutional spaces in otherwise male-dominated legislatures. 33 In 2015,
Chile, Colombia, Bolivia, Brazil, Ecuador, El Salvador, and Uruguay all had
women’s caucuses. Though caucuses vary in terms of their profile, organisation, and resources, all have a policy agenda that expresses progressive
policy goals. 34
Caucuses are only one type of network formed by women politicians. Other networks draw former and current legislators together, like
Panama’s National Forum of Women in Political Parties, which successfully
lobbied the electoral management body for better quota enforcement. 35
Gender equality observatories are another type of network, in which
elected officials, state officials, lawyers, journalists, and feminist activists
unite to monitor state compliance with particular gender equality laws.
Observatories can mobilise quickly to denounce violations and abuse.
Usually, they focus on violence against women or women’s political
rights. The latter are found in Mexico, Bolivia, Costa Rica, El Salvador,
the Dominican Republic, and Paraguay. Mexico’s Observatory for the
Promotion of Women’s Political Rights helped the National Electoral
Institute monitor parties’ compliance with the gender parity mandate in
the 2015 and 2018 elections, and Bolivia’s Observatory of Parity Democracy
has documented and denounced gender-based violence against women
candidates. 36
Beyond the legislature, Latin American countries have adopted other
policy tools designed to promote women within the political parties and
to facilitate their political careers. 37 Most gender quotas also apply to parties’ governing boards. More recently, Latin America’s election laws have
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tackled the question of money. In Latin America, political parties are publicly financed, and parties distribute state funds to candidates. In Chile, the
electoral law gives parties a financial bonus for each woman elected, and
reimburses women candidates for their expenses at higher rates than men
candidates. Brazil, Costa Rica, Colombia, Honduras, Mexico, and Panama
require that parties set aside portions of their budget to train women
candidates. Many private or civil society organisations also offer candidate
training for women, with the stated purpose of combating party leaders’
oft-heard lament that “there are no women” to nominate. 38 Taken together,
these initiatives are additional mechanisms designed to help women gain
office and to govern effectively once elected.

Conclusion
In Latin America, the adoption and implementation of effective gender
quota laws at the national level has increased women’s political representation and deepened women’s access to political power. Quotas and
parity demonstrate and reinforce norms that emphasise the importance
of women’s presence in government, from the legislature to the cabinet.
Indeed, countries throughout Latin America have expanded quotas and
parity to the executive branch, the judiciary, the political parties, and civil
society. Additionally, women are designing institutions, forming networks,
and changing practices, all to influence the passage and implementation of
better and stronger gender equality reforms. Women politicians and activists are also raising their voices to denounce the practices that still keep
women out of politics, such as gender-based harassment and assault.
The connection between women’s presence and their empowerment
ultimately depends not only on increasing the proportions of women in
political office, but on changing the beliefs, institutions, and practices that
structure women politicians’ opportunities to act effectively. Policies have
changed when domestic and international actors worked together to hold
political leaders – whether men or women – accountable for advancing
women’s rights.
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